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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) is a novel and emerging paradigm to connect real/physical
and virtual/logical world together. So, it will be necessary to apply other related scientific concepts
in order to achieve this goal. The main focus of this paper is to identify the research topics in IoT.
For this purpose, a comprehensive study has been conducted on the vast range of research articles.
IoT concepts and issues are classified into some research domains and sub-domains based on the
analysis of reviewed papers that have been published in 2015 & 2016. Then, these domains and subdomains have been discussed as well as it is reported their statistical results. The obtained results
of analysis show the most of the IoT research works are concentrated on technology and software
services domains similarly at first rank, communication at second rank and trust management at
third rank with 19%, 14% and 13% respectively. Also, a more accurate analysis indicates the most
important and challenging sub-domains of mentioned domains which are: WSN, cloud computing,
smart applications, M2M communication and security. Accordingly, this study will offer a useful
and applicable broad viewpoint for researchers. In fact, our study indicates the current trends of
IoT area.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A

S the mobile computing and wireless
communications develop, a new
paradigm called Internet of Things (IoT) has
been created and has attracted the attention
of many researchers in industry and research
area. IoT can be described as a pervasive
network the aim of which is to provide a
system to monitor and control physical world
by collecting, processing, and analyzing of data
which sensor devices in IoT generate. These
devices are used for sense and communication
interfaces, and they contain of sensors, radio

frequency identification devices (RFID), global
positioning system devices (GPS), actuators,
Local Area Network (LAN) interfaces and etc
[1]. There are plenty of survey articles about
Internet of Things, which each of them has
studied IoT in a specific field or a limited range
of concepts and related challenges (based on
conducted investigations). Whereas, for the
first time in this paper, it has been attempted
to study and discuss all concepts of IoT with a
macro viewpoint in domains and sub-domains
structure, and review issues and related
challenges in order to determine the current
research trends. Therefore, some fundamental
concepts and several important articles in
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various areas are referred in the following.
One of the most important issues in IoT area
is communications. Since “things” can connect
to internet, and therefore, can be remotely
controlled, hence, Machine to Machine (M2M)
communications have been created from the
communication’s main paradigm of the emerging
IoT. This makes the integrated exchange of
information, among the independent devices,
possible without any human interactions [2].
According to the definition that International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) and IoT
European Research Cluster (IERC) present,
IoT, as the global network infrastructure, is
capable of self-configuration, which is based on
the standard and compatible communication
protocols. Physical and virtual things have
identities, and are connected together through
intelligent interfaces [1]. For this purpose,
routing protocols are required that be able
to connect things in a non-centralized, selforganized and variable infrastructure. Therefore,
communication protocols and technologies play
an important key role in IoT [3]. In [4], has been
discussed the IoT protocol stack, which presented
by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). Also
in order to support ever increasing number of
emerging applications, Media Access Control
(MAC) sub-layer of the wireless networks and
routing protocols have to be inherently scalable
and interoperable [5].
Another issue is architecture standardization.
It can be considered as the IoT backbone,
which creates a competitive environment
for companies and manufacturers to supply
productions with high quality. Also, traditional
internet architecture should be modified for
adapting to the IoT challenges [6]. Different
types of architecture have been proposed for
IoT by standardization institutes and industry.
All these architectures have layered structures,
and regarding functionality, they are common at
two layers of device and network. But so far, IoT
has been without a unique architecture. Layered
architecture in industrial IoT has been discussed
in [7]. Presenting a proper layered architecture is
one of solutions to increase scalability.
As it was mentioned before, mostly things
like sensors and mobile devices with internal
connections sense and monitor the environment
and collect different types of data. Collected

information for an application highly tends to
be correlated [8], so they can be aggregated or
processed jointly while they are transmitted to
sink. For example, fusion aggregates different
sensors data, which are related to a physical
event. Such data aggregation processes reduce
the total number of transmitted messages on
the wireless links, which can have a significant
effect on energy consumption, as well as on the
whole network performance. Therefore, a very
important problem in data aggregation is to
determine an optimal flow of information, and
a communication topology in order to efficient
routing of correlated data into the processing
nodes [9].
Most of the nodes in IoT are battery-operated,
and this issue makes the energy efficiency for
appropriate performance and sensors management
to be critical. Energy efficiency and its enough
amount existence in IoT sensor nodes lead to
creating research fields. IoT nodes have limited
energy, and also because of interconnecting to
different nodes, they consume energy. Therefore,
many low-powered communication technologies
have been developed, which are considered as
enabling technologies [1]. On the other hand, each
of physical things in IoT identified by a unique
identifier and connects to internet without any
need for human interactions. Long term and selfstable operations are key elements to realize such
complicated networks, and require energy-aware
devices, that are potentially able to harvest their
required energy from environmental resources.
Mentioned procedure is known as the energy
harvesting method [10]. Therefore, considering
the resource constraint of devices as well as the
dynamic and heterogeneous nature of resources
in IoT, energy management and consequently
resource management will be necessary.
IoT devices generate huge volume of data.
Since the generation and transmission of some
IoT data is related to personal devices, so the need
for security and privacy preservation is necessary.
Therefore, trust management in IoT plays an
essential and fundamental role in data mining,
reliable data fusion, context-aware services, user
privacy-preserving, and information security.
Trust is a complex concept considering issues
such as confidence, belief, reliability, integrity,
security, and other features of an entity [11].
The other challenge is about software services.
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Since in recent years, the development of IoT
and connected physical devices and their virtual
display have been a growing trend, so, supports
a comprehensive show of physical environment
and good level of interaction with actual world.
A wide range of various new potential services
and productions have been created in different
areas such as logistics, smart homes, e-health,
automation, Intelligent Transportation System
(ITS), business/process management, and
environmental monitoring [12]-[14]. In addition,
the existence of a middleware is necessary in
order to make the development of applications
and other services easier in IoT [15].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 explains the classification approach
of conducted studies about IoT and each of the
domains and its sub-domains have been discussed
in subsections respectively. Section 3 shows
obtained statistic results of the exact analysis of
conducted studies in different fields of IoT in the
recent two years. Finally, in section 4 is presented
the conclusion of paper.
II. CLASSIFICATION APPROACH
The aim of this study is to investigate current
trends of IoT researches. To do so, a comprehensive
study and review has been conducted on the vast
range of valuable research references, which have
the significant portion in the advancement of
the science and technology including IoT. For
this purpose, 339 papers have been investigated.
These articles have been identified by searching
the terms “Internet of Things” and “IoT” in
database of various journals from famous and
valid scientific publications such as Elsevier, IEEE,
Springer, and ACM that have been published in
2015 & 2016. Table I. shows the exact number of
articles related to each of the above publications
in terms of year separately. As it is seen, a high
percentage of studied papers belong to IEEE
Xplore and then Elsevier.

TABLE I. Number of papers based on publications and
year
2015

2016

IEEE

136

41

Elsevier

30

77

Springer

38

13

ACM

0

4

In this paper, Internet of Things basic
concepts have been classified into research
domains and sub-domains using a top-down
approach. For this purpose, a comprehensive
study has been conducted in IoT area and its
concepts are categorized into maximum three
levels of keywords: Major Keywords, Level 1
Minor Keywords, and Level 2 Minor Keywords.
Then, title of the articles has been analyzed one
by one and their keywords have been extracted.
Therefore, each paper can be considered in one
domain and or more than one. In this regards, if
the title of the article is not clear enough, will be
necessary to study the abstract and sometimes
conclusion section. All 339 articles were analyzed
and classified into some domains and subdomains. Afterward, according to the number
of each of keywords, the IoT research trends
have been determined, so that statistical results
related to each of topics will be presented below
in section 3.
Major Keywords are considered as domains.
Accordingly, all top level concepts of IoT area
have been classified into 9 main research domains
which are: architecture, communication, trust
management, technology, resource management,
energy management, software services, data
stream, and infrastructure/hardware, all
illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. IoT Research Domains Classification

Then, main domains are classified into some
sub-domains according to their content as Level
1 Minor Keywords. Finally, some of these subdomains are categorized into other sub-domains
again (which are sub-subdomains) and in fact,
they are Level 2 Minor Keywords. Fig. 2 indicates
the summary of our proposed classification
scheme up to 2 levels. In the following, mentioned
domains and sub-domains are discussed in detail.
1. Architecture
One of the basic needs in IoT is that all
things have to be connected together. IoT system
architecture should support IoT operations
which create a bridge between the physical and
virtual world. Designing IoT architecture has
many factors such as network, communications,
processes, commercial models, and security. In
this regards, different architecture models for
IoT have purposed in recent years which have
been discussed in this section and also, since
the aim of majority of reviewed middleware
articles was to present new layering of middlelayer in architecture and new integrator layer
for heterogeneous processes in the architecture,
so the papers of middleware concept is also
discussed in this section. Therefore, this section
of paper contains two subsections: architecture
models, and middleware design methods.

1.1. Architecture Models
In designing IoT architecture, extensibility,
scalability, and interoperability among the
heterogeneous devices and their commercial
models should be considered. Since there is the
possibility of things mobility, and consequently
there is need for real-time interactions, IoT
architecture should be adaptive in order to let
devices interact and connect with other things
without ambiguity. Moreover, IoT should have
heterogeneous and decentralized nature. There
are several ideas proposed to design layered
architecture in IoT, some of which are three layers
[16-18], four layers (IoT-A project), or five layers
[6]. Some cases of existing architectures have
been mentioned in the followings.
International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) has suggested a design in which IoT
architecture is composed of four layers named
Device, Network, Service Support & Application
Support (middleware), and Application Layers.
This type of architecture has also security and
management capabilities, which are associated
with all four mentioned layers (ITU-T Y.2060
Project).
Architectural Reference Model (ARM)
architecture is the output of the IoT-A project,
and is a reference architecture for Internet of
Things [19] which has been designed based on
the needs of researchers and industry [6]. Since,
in the present world, each of smart networks has
been designed and implemented based on its
own specific architecture, and is inconsistent with
others, therefore, a comprehensive architecture is
required for IoT implementation so that different
networks can operate based on an uniform
infrastructure while they are maintaining
interoperability, support and interconnection.
In the ARM architecture, IoT functional model
consists of nine functionality groups (FG), with
seven longitudinal FGs, and two transversal FGs
[20]. This architecture has hierarchical model.
In the following, another type of architecture,
named Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)
is described [21]. In SOA, services are always
executed by things located in a heterogeneous
network. SOA architecture contains of four layers
as: Sensing Layer, by which smart systems or
sensors
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Fig. 2. IoT Research Sub-domains Classification

are able to sensing and data exchange among
the different devices; Network Layer which not
only connect things together, but also makes
it possible to share information; Service Layer,
which is based on middleware technology and
does the key and fundamental operations in order
to provide integrated services and applications
in IoT; Interface Layer, which is used to create
interoperability among heterogeneous things in
order to data exchanging, communicating and
events processing.
Based on the Gartner’s definition, Web
Oriented Architecture (WOA) is an improved
version of SOA architecture which aggregates
users and systems by using a web of globally linked
hypermedia, based on the web architecture. This
type of architecture is focused on the generality of
interfaces (user interfaces and APIs). Thus, WOA
can be considered as a combination of SOA,
WWW, and REST features (WOA).
At the end of this subsection, API (Application
Programming Interface) based architecture
is discussed. In methods based on web APIs
and REST, all required resources change from
network bandwidth to the computing capability
and storage capacity, and data conversion which
is based on request/response method is triggered
regularly during service call [22]. To do so, it is
suggested SIMORGH in [23] that devices, sensors,
human, and existing services are described by
using web API symbol and API description
languages. Similarly in [24] a service layer of
broker named FOKUS has been presented which

shows a collection of APIs to activate a shared
access to OpenMTC core.
1.2. Middleware
Since IoT is a network consists of heterogeneous
devices in infrastructure level, middleware can
make the process of developing applications
easier by integrating heterogeneous processes
and communications. In fact, a middleware is
a layer that is located between application layer
and infrastructure, and supports management of
services, resources, data, events, security, stability
and many other type requirements [15].
Middleware is divided into several categories
based on the different design approaches in
accordance with [15]:
•
event-based
•
service-oriented
•
VM-based
•
agent-based
•
tuple-spaces
•
database-oriented
•
application-specific
In some works, design approach of proposed
middleware is hybrid. That means it has been
designed in the form of combination of two above
approaches. Below, there are some examples of
similar works which have been done in recent
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two years.
Recently proposed middleware is designed
for intelligent logistics field [25]. One of the
challenges in logistics discussion is the integration
of small services, and the integration of various
heterogeneous IoT devices, in order to build
high level services to make smart the commercial
logistics processes. In this type of middleware
that has the advantages of SOA architecture,
distribution of information related to service
composition and finding proper composed
services for tasks of each commercial process are
done by a series of agents (task agent and resource
agent). Therefore, this middleware approach can
be seen as a combination of two types of serviceoriented and agent-based middleware.
One of the other works is a presented
middleware in [26] which is an event-based
middleware (or Publish/Subscribe). This type
has been applied for mobile crowed sensing
systems. This middleware consists of two
important software components, named cloud
broker and mobile broker. Publishers are sensors
which collect environmental data, and these data
are transmitted through mobile broker (and
directly sometimes) to the cloud broker, where
required processing is done and then obtained
results are notified in message format to mobile
devices processes, which have subscribers
role. Classification of middleware papers and
architecture models papers are shown in Table II.

2. Communication
Concepts and challenges related to the
communication scope have wide range. According
to the most of important studied papers in this
field, some of topics such as standardization,
protocols, M2M communications and routing
are very challenging and have been attracted
the attention of a large number of researchers in
comparison with others. IoT network composed
of numerous heterogeneous things to connect
with each other by using the communication
protocols and technologies based on legalized
standards. Although our classification mentions
that routing concept is a subsection of protocols,
but due to its importance as a main topic is
written separately from it. Therefore, this domain
is classified in the way that be involved all of the
mentioned cases. The continuation of discussion
describes them with more details.
2.1. Standardization
Standardization and limitations of monitoring
policies have challenged cases like development
rate in Internet of Things. This reality can
potentially barricade to be accepted technologies.
So, defining and propagating standards make
it easier to apply and use IoT environments
for new users and providers. In other words,
if pervasive and global standards for IoT are
introduced and applied [28], it will greatly

TABLE II. Classification of Architecture Domain Papers
IoT Domain

Sub-domain

Research Field
ARM (IoT-A)

Architecture Models

Architecture
Middleware

References (Papers)
[6]
[20]

SOA

[21]

API – Based

[22]

Event-based

[26]

SOA-based

[27]

Agent-based & SOA-based

[25]
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affect interoperability among the different
components, services providers, and even end
users [29]. IoT standards and related protocols
are proposed by different groups such as World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C), IETF, EPCglobal,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) and the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) [6]. Regulations
about accessibility of radio frequency levels,
creating enough level of interoperability among
different devices, authentication, identification,
permission and communication protocols, are
open challenges related to IoT standardization
[21]. In this paper, all required communication
standards for development of IoT are considered
in this category.
2.2. Communication Protocols
From the viewpoint of network and
communications, IoT can be considered as a set
of different networks including mobile networks
(3G, 4G, CDMA and etc), Wide Networks
(WLANs), Wireless Sensors Networks (WSN),
and Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) [30].
Integrated connections are basic and main
requirements for IoT that communication
technologies satisfy such necessities properly.
According to [6], many communication protocols
are well known such as WiFi [31], Bluetooth [32],
IEEE 802.15.4, Z-Wave, Zigbee [33], Advanced
LTE (Advanced Long-Term Evolution). Also,
there are several new emerging options like
Thread, Neul, LoRa and Sigfox. Meanwhile, some
specific types of communication technologies in
IoT are Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
[34], Near Field Communication (NFC) [35] and
Ultra-Wide Bandwidth (UWB).
As mentioned above, communication
protocols are required to interconnect the things
in IoT environments. In [22], protocols in
Internet of Things have been classified into three
categories: 1) General-purpose protocols like IP
(Internet Protocol) [36], [37] and SNMP (Simple
Network Management Protocol), which are used
for management, monitoring, configuration of
network devices and creating communication
links in wide area; 2) Lightweight protocols, like
CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol), which
are developed to satisfy the needs of devices with
small hardware and constrained resources [37],
[38]; and 3) Specific protocols of device or vendor,

and APIs that usually need specific set of tools.
More details about the communication protocols
of different layers are accessible in [39].
2.3. M2M Communication
Mobile communication of machine to
machine (M2M) is one of the emerging areas
of common communication among the various
smart systems [40]. M2M implicates independent
communication among same type devices with
specific applications which are connected to each
other through wireless or wired communication
networks. M2M communication has especially
developed to achieve profitable efficiency,
low cost, and high security and safety [19].
Communication protocols in IoT use two
models of messages exchanging, named Publish/
Subscribe, and Request/Response. Publish/
subscribe model is a common method of messages
exchanging in distributed environments and
dynamic scenarios. It is accepted by popular M2M
communication protocols like MQTT (Message
Queue Telemetry Transport). Protocols such
as HTTP/REST (Hypertext Transfer Protocol/
Representational State Transfer) and CoAP
support only Request/Response model [29],
[41]. Many M2M applications are InformationCentric and rely on a publish/subscribe service
model. Accordingly, in [42] has been proposed an
ICN-based communication framework for M2M
networks with resource constrained devices.
Because of the large number of nodes,
scalability of MAC protocols is one of the essential
components of M2M communication. Also,
environment mobility, because of the elimination
and addition of nodes, is another characteristic
of M2M communications. Compatibility with
changing number of nodes alongside with low
control overhead is very important in M2M.
Proper wireless protocols for physical layer in
wireless communication, which are useable
in M2M communication model, are generally
divided into three main groups: ContentionFree MAC Protocols, Contention-Based
MAC Protocols, and Hybrid MAC Protocols.
Disadvantages of contention-based protocols in
M2M communications are: Lack of scalability, low
throughput, high power consumption, overhead
of control packets, channel eavesdropping, and
delay in real-time applications. The contentionfree protocols have better efficiency in higher
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loads, but are not suitable for M2M networks
that require high flexibility and scalability.
Hybrid model combines the advantages of both
mentioned methods for low and high loads [2]. On
the other hand, cognitive radio technology is very
promising in realizing the M2M communications
for Internet of Things. In this regard, [43] has
used the cognitive radio technology on protocol
stack for M2M networks.
2.4. Routing
IoT technology consists of devices which
are connected and embedded in all types of
things. So, there is need for routing protocols
to connect heterogeneous things together. In
(RFC 5826), (RFC 5548), and (RFC 5867),
routing requirements in different scenarios of
home automation, urban Low power and Lossy
Networks (LLNs), and building automation have
been introduced and discussed. Routing protocol
is an example of network layer protocols that
provides end-to-end message delivery services.
Some of the presented routing protocols in IoT
are [1]:
• IPv6 over low power wireless personal area
networks (6LoWPAN) is an IPv6 adaptation layer
so that IP connectivity over low power and lossy
networks is possible by this protocol [33], [44].
• Routing protocol for low power and lossy
networks (RPL) is developed as a proper routing
protocol for LLNs [9], [43]. Because routing
operations in 6LoWPAN are very challenging
due to the nature of nodes in resource constraint.
RPL is a reference standard for IoT applications
which are compatible with IPv6.
• IPv6 over the time slotted channel hopping
mode of IEEE 802.15. 4e (6TiSCH) is based on
IPv6 and be used over wireless mesh networks of
IEEE 802.15.4e TiSCH. This protocol contains of
details about packets, security, link management,
neighbor discovery and routing.
With the increasing of the number of wireless
devices, MAC sub-layer protocols and new routing
protocols have been developed to guarantee
the efficiency of end-to-end networks. As it is
mentioned in [5], the existence of a mathematical
model in MAC protocols of sensor networks is
very important and it has been supported in [45][47]. In addition, the important effect of MAC
parameters on the performance of IEEE 802.15.4
networks has been discussed in [45]. In [46] a

Markov chain model has been used to design
a distributed adaptive algorithm. Also, in [47]
has been presented a mechanism for automatic
selection of MAC protocol.
In order to prevent traffic congestion in
network center, [9] has introduced a ContentCentric Routing technology called CCR, the aim
of which is to store and share data based on the
content. Thus, CCR can increase network lifetime,
decrease network delay and can also improve
reliability of communications significantly.
In IoT networks, secure routing plays
a fundamental role in integrated and safe
performance of the whole network. According to
[48], [49], finding a general, proper, and practical
solution for all routing attacks in IoT nodes is an
unsolvable problem. So, in [1], secure routing
protocols in IoT networks have been analyzed. It
shows conventional routing protocols in Internet
of Things (RPL and 6LoWPAN) lack the proper
security implementation, and therefore, different
security techniques such as key management,
encryption, and trust management have been
applied in [1]. Also, in [50], a routing protocol
for Emergency Response IoT based on Global
Information Decision (ERGID) has been
presented which aims to improve performance
of reliable data transmitting, and to have an
efficient reaction in emergency conditions of
IoT. A summary of articles classification in
communication domain has been shown in Table
III.
3. Trust Management
Since virtual communications expand, one of
the best solutions to make pervasive the emerging
system of IoT is vulnerabilities resolution and
upgrade security level in IoT.
Based on what [11] says, all topics such as
security (confidentiality, integrity, availability),
privacy-preservation, dependability (reliability,
safety, …) and etc, are considered as a part of
the large scope of trust management. Therefore,
we considered trust as the main area and the
concepts discussed above as subareas. Now, since
in the most of studied papers in trust domain,
discussions have been assigned to the three cases;
security, privacy-preservation and reliability,
and other topics have been less discussed. So,
continuation of discussion is dedicated to three
subareas: security, privacy-preservation and
reliability.
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TABLE III. Classification of Communication Domain Papers
IoT Domain

Sub-domain

Research Field

References (Papers)
[6]
[21]

Standardization

[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]
[36]
[37]
[38]

Protocols

M2M

Communication

Routing

MAC Layer Protocols & Issues

[2]

Mobile M2M Computation

[40]

ICN-based M2M Communication

[42]

Cognitive Radio Communication

[43]

Secure Routing

[1]

Content Centric Routing

[9]

Routing Specific Protocols (RPL &
6LoWPAN)

[33]
[43]
[44]

MAC aware Routing

[5]

Routing protocol for emergency response
IoT

[50]

3.1. Security
According to [51], security requirements
based on the existing potential security threats
and also the papers, which are related to this field,
are divided into two main categories:
1) Authentication and Confidentiality
One of the important studies in this field is [52]
done in 2014 and [53], [54] were also presented in
the next years to improve it. In these papers, an
Authentication Key Agreement Protocol (AKA
Protocol) has been presented, that enabled owner
of smart card to do the authentication process
remotely and of course safe, through only one
sensor. This process was performed in four phases
indirectly on the gateway. In addition, to save time
and energy in the same phase of authentication,
key agreement process was also performed for the
agreement of two ends (Sensor and User) on one
shared session key.
In [55] a group-based AKA protocol has
been presented to increase security level in
M2M communications of LTE networks. In this
protocol, Authentication and Key agreement
process has been implemented in a distributed
manner such that the solution will update a group

of security policies for nodes.
2) Access Control
In this category of papers, the main purpose
is certainly to focus on the access control and
to determine individuals or nodes permissions,
which are essential to keep everything secured.
In [56] the access control of internet users has
been investigated while they were querying of
WSN sensors and it has used a new scheme
named heterogeneous signcryption. Purpose of
the signcryption is the scheme that does digital
signature and public key cryptography operations
in one logical step. This work leads to reducing
energy in WSN environment.
In [57] some strategies have been included to
control the access of guest devices and network
applications to network resources. In this
article, a token-based encryption mechanism
has been used to grant permission to these
devices. In [58], a new safe mechanism has
been presented to guarantee the process of data
source authentication & authorization in MQTT
protocol.
3.2. Privacy
It is required for privacy-preservation that
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users be able to control personal data in such a
way that they can determine “what information,
when, and how to be communicated with others?”
[59]. RFID systems have serious problems related
to security and privacy. For example, in [60] to
keep fix the authentication time, a shared master
key has been used for all tags, which increases the
vulnerability of the system from the privacy point
of view. In [34], although a shared master key has
been used for all tags, it has used safe memories of
PUF (Physical Unclonable Function) in order to
upgrade privacy level. Using this type of storage
is to include required strategies against the enemy
attempts in channel which is done to access the
master key.
In [59] an application for smart parking
has been presented that aims to increase
privacy preservation level of users based on
the two valuable achievements. First of all, this
application operates independently than platform
and Operating System (OS), and also, is scalable
and efficient. Second, and more important,
this application avoids private and personal
information exchanging (like work and home
address) under unsafe wireless network. In the
application, ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography)
has been used to do the public key cryptography.
In [61], all risks that threaten privacy preservation
in designing automated smart homes have been

studied.
3.3. Reliability
If reliability be considered as the probability
that data packets are received successfully by the
receiver [62], so design this parameter will need to
transition from a deterministic to a probabilistic
process [63].
In order to increase reliability in industrial
WSN [62] has used a hybrid protocol, which
consists of ARQ SW protocol (with high
reliability and high delay around sink node), and
NCRT protocol (with low delay and high energy
consumption far from sink node). Therefore, in
this hybrid protocol, reliability has reached its
maximum level, and the network delay will be
less and network lifetime will be longer.
In [64] in order to increase reliability first,
the reliability of all network terminals in wireless
networks with limited links has been investigated.
Then, a fault tolerance method has been suggested,
in which there are redundant radio modules for
each node.
It must be considered that since M2M
communication are used widely in many IoT
applications, reliable M2M communication is
one of the IoT performance evaluation criterias.
In such conditions, with mass volumes of
M2M devices deployment in cellular networks,

TABLE IV. Classification of Trust Management Domain Papers
IoT Domain

Sub-domain

Sub Area
Concepts

Research Field

Authentication

AKA Protocol for IoT-Based WSN

Security
Access Control
Trust
Management

References (Papers)
[53]
[54]

Group-Based (Distributed) AKA
Protocol for M2M in LTE Net.

[55]

Identity-based Access control for
heterogeneous IOT environment

[56]

Temporary & conditional access control

[57]
[58]

Guarantee Access control in MQTT
Privacy

Reliability

_

_

Privacy-Preservation for smart
application

[59]

Privacy-Preservation for automation
smart home

[61]

Reliability in wireless net by a fault
tolerant method

[64]

Reliability for M2M communication in
Cellular network
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reliability upgrade seems absolutely necessary
in such networks [65]. Accordingly in [65], in
order to upgrade reliability of communication
among the M2M devices and eNB devices, a
set of schemes for coding in shared networks
using Fountain method, has been presented. A
summary of classification of trust management
papers has been shown in Table IV.
Our studies in IoT trust management domain
are an analysis of security challenges and issues
of middlewares, platforms, or applications of
IoT that each of them are usually related to a
specific application [58] and a few works like
[34], [59], [60] which are discussed earlier, are
theoretical works and their designs have been
done independent of specific application and
environment.
4. Technology
As we know, the emerging paradigm of IoT is a
new innovative achievement that is a combination
of various technologies which are divided into
two main categories: Enabling Technologies and
Supportive Technologies that the following is the
reason of this categorization. Our deeply research
on IoT papers shows that enabling technologies
like RFID and WSN are technologies which are
necessary to integrate together in order to reality
realize the concept of IoT, so the establishment
of IoT will be literally meaningless without
collaboration of these technologies. About
second category like cloud computing, grid and
so on, we can say the presence of these types of
technologies is not mandatory and necessary
for IoT establishment and deployment; but they
somehow support IoT so that, the aim of applying
them is upgrade and improve IoT performance.
4.1. Enabling Technologies
Examples of this type of technologies are
following cases:
1) RFID
The emerging paradigm of IoT is a network
that consists of things (human, animal, or any
type of everyday physical things [13]), each of
them has a unique identification. Therefore,
RFID systems are proper solutions for assigning
these identifications to things [34]. RFID systems,
alongside with WSN technology, have been the
first infrastructure of IoT environment. The main

goals of the cooperation of these two types of
technologies are to sense, identify, and to track
things [13]. Despite the fact that RFID systems
have more usage in IoT, unfortunately the most
important problem of using these systems is
privacy issue. The major reason for such issue is
that stored data in RFID tags which are embedded
in all of the everyday and personal devices of
individuals, can be accessible by every reader
[13], [66]. This means that privacy of individuals
is violated which arise the question of “Who will
control these collected data?” for the users of such
systems.
• In [66], an appropriate protocol has been
proposed in order to enable to control existing
data in object tags by the owner of the object as
the only legal operator. In this article the concept
of RFID systems of key-evolving is recognized.
• In [34], in order to improve privacy in RFID
systems, an authentication protocol has been
suggested, which unlike previous cases, have been
designed for large scale RFID systems.
2) Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) consist of
a number of sensor nodes with the capability of
receiving information from the environment, and
transmitting them to the neighbor sensors with
limited processing capability and limited energy.
These types of networks are widely applied
because of having capabilities of low costs,
scalability, trust, accuracy, flexibility, and simple
development [67]. Parameters such as variety and
heterogeneity of nodes [68], QoS [69], security
[70], and scalability [67] are considered as the
challenges of wireless sensor networks. Since WSN
is one of the main and important components
of IoT concept, therefore, these challenges are
significant in Internet of Things. The sensor
network area has affected some technologies and
has been affected by them as well, creating a type
of synergy.
4.2. Supportive Technologies
There are several types of these technologies
that include: cloud computing, web technology,
Software Defined Network (SDN), grid,
crowdsourcing, fog computing, Cyber-Physical
System (CPS), distributed computing, and
Information-Centric Networking (ICN). Some
of the most important and applicable types are
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discussed in following.
1) Cloud Computing
According to the resource-constraint of
IoT devices in terms of processing, battery, and
memory especially when storing and processing of
acquired data (have time and space complexities)
are costly tasks, transmitting data to another
space seem to be necessary and logical. Cloud
can be a proper infrastructure that can resolve
the problem, and to support IoT [71]. Cloud
platform collaborates and supports IoT which
can be classified into four main categories [14]:
• Cloud-based Middleware for IoT
In [26] a cloud-based middleware has
been designed and implemented for mobile
crowdsensing, which has capabilities including:
selected acquisition of sensors data, which
are aggregated and filtered, and then sending
these pre-processed data to cloud for efficient
processing, and sending delivery-notification for
mobile devices in real-time.
• Cloud-based Architecture for IoT
One of the major challenges in developing
smart applications is to integrate sensors and
devices automatically, and to provide data in
service format to application layer [72]. In [73]
the integration has been developed by network
sensor, and in [72] the scenario has been
developed in form of cloud-sensor, which has
four layers architecture under the cloud platform.
Automated integration of sensors in lower layers
causes data, in form of various services, to be
transmitted to the highest layer (cloud), where
applications are developed and deployed.
• Cloud-based Platform for IoT
Cloud technology has high potential in
designing platforms like e-health that needs to
accurate, secure and real time processing of big
data [74]. Therefore, in [74] a platform has been
presented that supports medical information
in three layers architecture. In this platform
if anomaly occurs or be detected in collected
information in cloud, all necessary actions will
be done in real-time. Another similar related
work is designing cloud-based platform for smart
wheelchairs in order to facilitate disabled people
problems [75].
• Cloud-based Framework for IoT
In [76] a hybrid framework named Calvin
has been introduced which has applied new

methods in order to facilitate development and
to manage all mentioned software in above. The
main advantage of this framework, from the
developers’ viewpoint, is that there is no need to
worry about communication protocols and data
transmission details.
2) Information-Centric Networking (ICN)
Due to universal development of internet and
increasing the massive volume of network traffics,
distributing and repeating content are inevitable
in order to preserve system scalability [77]. In
fact, what is done practically in ICN is that it uses
in-network storage for caching effectively and
multiparty communication for replication [78].
Also, ICN is able to direct network architecture
evolution from IP-based towards content-based
[79] in a way that assigns to each content a unique
and persistent name, which is useable by router
directly [42].
All the works conducted on ICN in IoT
are mostly related to the suggested various
architectures under ICN, and consist of following
cases:
• Data-Oriented Network Architecture
• Content-Centric Networking (CCN)
• Publish-Subscribe Internet Routing
Paradigm (PSIRP)
• Network of Information (NetInfo)
Explanation of few papers has been mentioned
in the following.
The focus of CCN architecture, which
proposed in 2007, and NDN (Named Data
Networking) project that presented in 2010 [80],
was on caching and providing a suitable method
for CCR [9]. Since one of the common problems
in IoT-based WSN is high traffic congestion in
nodes, which are close to access point/server,
researchers in [81] have suggested a proper
approach for routing data based on their content.
By this solution, first data aggregation does in
similar nodes, and then a summary of data is
sent to neck node. By eliminating redundant data
transmission, energy consumption, traffic and
delay are reduced in network.
After improving CCR in [9], this routing
solution has been improved and developed in a way
that nodes transmit data towards similar nodes
that are capable of processing and aggregation.
They transmit data by choosing reliable links, so
traffic and energy consumption is reduce by using
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a distributed and content-centric routing method
and also by data aggregation.
3) Software Defined Network (SDN)
With development and growth of networks
[82] and also increasing of the heterogeneity
amount because of the variety of equipment,
different programs of various developers, more
complicated management, and numerous human
errors [83], has been increased the complexity of
computer networks. Software Defined Network
(SDN) technology has a new and centralized
view at the network performance, the result of
which is better and more efficient management
of computer networks. This is done by separating
the control operations from data exchanging
inside the routers [84].
Among the introduced technologies for future
networks, like NDN networks and programmable
networks, the SDN technology is more effective
than other networks. This type of technology
suggests various solutions for virtualization and
security. Also, it provides capability of testability
and simultaneous work on new idea in networks
are working [84]. In traditional networks,
routers direct data and control the operations
in distributed form. Whereas, in SDN network
the tasks are separated and control section has
programming capability [85]. The applications of
SDN in IoT, is reviewed in some articles including
the following cases: suggesting a framework for
IoT [86], scalable communication method [87],
and proper sensing mechanism [88].
4) Fog Computing
Services that are sensitive to delay and also
mission critical services need to real time response
with high processing capability. These cases are
not suitable for communication with cloud in
remote distances and through internet. Thus, fog
computing plays a important role in this regard,
and reduces distance by bringing resources near
the edge (IoT devices). It also creates an interface
network between this network and cloud and so
provides concept of cloud beside the network.
Fog computing model plays the role of a smaller
data center which has more processing power and
more storage, near IoT devices. Yet, no standard
has been presented for resource management in
fog computing.
Cloud environment is suitable for centralized

applications and fog environment is suitable for
distributed applications. Fog framework with
high computing capability and storage capacity
provides cloud services near IoT devices.
Environments with movable things, applications
with low delay, smart communications, contextaware computing, as well as more powerful and
more intelligent gateways are all achievements of
using the fog’s storage capacity and processing
power.
The main difference between fog and cloud is
in their local and global accessibility respectively.
Also, fog service level is local, and cloud service
level is global. Fog computing provides security
for sensitive data, and it also has easier accessibility
[89]. Ref [90] provides a security framework
for smart applications in IoT. All categories in
technology domain have been shown in Table V.
5. Resource Management
IoT consists of various nodes with various
resource capacities. The choice and supplying of
resources will affect the QoS of IoT applications
greatly. Resource management is very important
issue in distributed systems. So, dynamic and
heterogeneous nature of resources in IoT has
challenged resource management in Internet of
Things. An efficient resource management needs
to stability, fault tolerance, scalability, energy
efficiency, QoS, and Service-Level Agreement
(SLA) significantly. In [22], resource management
for IoT environments includes:
• Partitioning resources
• Discovering all available resources and
services
• Scheduling tasks on the available physical
resources
• Code offloading (computation offloading)
which is used to transfer specific computing tasks
to the external platforms.
According to this cases, can be resulted that
the aim of resource management methods is to
improve QoS. Therefore in this paper, in addition
to the above, quality of service is also considered
as one of the resource management sub-domains.
5.1. Resource Partitioning
The first step to satisfy IoT needs for resources
is to partition them effectively and to reach a high
utilization ratio.
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TABLE V. Classification of Technology Domain Papers
IoT Domain

Sub-domain

Sub Area Concepts

WSN
Enabling
Technologies
RFID

Cloud

Technology

Supportive
Technologies

Software-defined
networking (SDN)

Information Centric
Network (ICN)

Fog Computing

This idea is widely applied to cloud computing
through virtualization techniques and suitable
infrastructures [22]. Since hypervisor is responsible
for the interaction management between the host
and the guest of the virtual machines, therefore
it needs a significant amount of memory
and computational capacity. Consequently,
mentioned configuration is not appropriate for
Internet of Things, because most devices in IoT
have the limited memory and processing power.
In order to address the challenges, the concept
of container has been arised which it refers to
virtualization technology and is adaptive with
the request of resource constrained devices. In
this regard, [96] is a survey paper which has also
studied the centralized virtualization techniques
for embedded systems in real-time applications.
In [97] has been used the virtualization with
container technologies for Edge-IoT scenarios
in which devices have constrained resource and
low-power. [98] introduces a new IoT virtual
framework based on Sensor-as-a-Service which
aims to maximize the sensor performance.
5.2. Resource/Service Discovery
The current architectures for IoT are not
a standard and efficient method for service

Research Field

References (Papers)

Security services

[70]

Efficient Management &
Optimization

[68]
[69]
[91]

RFID System Privacy

[66]
[34]

Automatic RFID Monitoring
System

[92]
[93]

Cloud-Based Middleware

[26]

Cloud-Based Architecture

[72]

Cloud-Based Platform

[74]
[75]

Cloud-Based Framework

[76]

Framework

[86]
[87]

Sensing

[88]

Content-centric

[9]
[94]

Name-centric

[42]
[95]

Framework

[90]

discovery, combination and integrating them in
a scalable way. Discovery in IoT environments
has two parts. First step is to identify and locate
physical devices and second target is to discover
desired service which should be used [22].
Efficient
algorithms
which
choose
dynamically centralized or flooding strategies
can minimize energy consumption, although
due to IoT dynamic nature, other parameters
like mobility and delay should be considered in
order to suggest a proper solution in IoT [99]. In
[100], also has been used a hybrid architecture
for resource discovery that combines the features
of both centralized and distributed methods.
The aim of this solution is discovery of available
resources in a scalable and efficient manner. In
another method based on fog computing [101],
available resources such as network bandwidth,
computational criterias and storage capacity have
been converted into time resources, which aim
to facilitate resource sharing. [95] introduced a
contextual IoT service discovery scheme based on
NDN, which is a proper solution for Information
Centric Networks.
5.3. Scheduling
OpenIoT scheduler has capability of availability
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and preparation of exact information about the
needed data by every service. So, wide scope of
different algorithms for resource management
and optimization can be implemented at the
openIoT scheduler [22]. Some reviewed papers
related to scheduling sub-domain as follows:
In order to support uplink-heavy traffic that
is generated by M2M communication, [102]
presented a new LTE uplink packet scheduler.
This solution satisfies the QoS requirements and
ensures fair allocation of resource. Also, [103]
proposed an IoT uplink multiple-input and
multiple-output (MIMO) scheduling scheme
for multi-user (MU) in IoT-gateway devices to
greatly extend the uplink bandwidth and deliver
huge data to gateway. [104] is a research work
about dynamic scheduling for cloud computing,
which is an approach based on priority of IoT
requests to provide desired services. In [105] by
clustering things/sensors into IoT subgroups,
a message scheduling algorithm with efficient
energy in the IoT system has been presented in
which failure issue has been considered.
5.4. Computation Offloading
Code/Computation offloading is a solution
to investigate the constraint of available
resources in mobile and smart devices. Some
advantages of computation offloading are
efficient power management, fewer storage, and
higher performance of applications. However,
offloading technique still faces many challenges
related to practical usage. According to what
has been mentioned in [22], most of the code
offloading techniques will use the static code
analyzers and dynamic code parsers, if there are
network fluctuations and high latency [106]. In
this regard, [107], [108] used virtual machines
instead of physical samples to increase scalability
and elasticity.
In [109], Mobile Cloud (MC) and IoT have
been merged in distributed environments to
design a new method of computation offloading in
MCIoT platform for mobile and portable devices.
To do so, a new model of nested game theory has
been presented. The main goal of this model is to
maximize the performance of the mobile device,
also to provide QoS. In [110], also has been
identified the challenges and issues related to code
offloading for mobile cloud. Then, an approach
for a general code offloading architecture has

been proposed to reduce the limitations. Recently
combining cellular networks (mobile phones)
and IoT has created a new platform of services
for all types of traffic applications. Therefore, in
[111], a new scheme of traffic control has been
presented based on data offloading method.
5.5. Quality of Service
Knowing challenges that IoT probably faces,
lead to provide high quality services by service
providers. Some of these important challenges
are: accessibility, reliability, mobility, efficiency,
scalability, interoperability, security, trust and
management. Also, by improving mentioned
parameters in network, the quality of given
services increases [6].
The large number of things, and also
heterogeneity of things and networks make it
complicated to provide QoS. Since resources are
constrained and applications are various, new
methods for providing services with quality are
necessary. Common parameters related to quality
of service are not enough for IoT and there are
more requirements because of applications and
characteristics. A solution for providing QoS
is service based three layers architecture and
that means the providing quality of service at
application, network and infrastructure layers
[112].
QoS parameters at application and network
layers are similar to mentioned cases in
conventional networks, but these parameters in
infrastructure layer are different than traditional
networks. In the application layer, [113] presents
a lightweight method to simplify management,
as well as [114] increase reliability in traffic
congestion and decrease delay. In delay field, [115][117] have attempted to decrease delay and time
of events detection. In addition, location-based
components in RFID systems are investigated
in [118], and [91] is about query optimization
in WSN for industrial IoT applications. Table VI
shows a summary of classified articles in resource
management area.
6. Energy Management
As previously mentioned, IoT devices are
energy constrained. Also growth of number
and types of these devices has caused the energy
demand in IoT applications be increased. So,
one of the basic IoT challenges is interoperable
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connection of things together according the
limitations of energy and high energy consumption
of devices while they are communicating.
Consequently, energy management is considered
as a critical issue in order to development of low
power technologies and improvement of battery
efficiency. In this regard, there are solutions
based on Radio Frequency (RF) and Energy
Harvesting (EH) [119]. The RF solution is used
because of need for integration and low power
consumption that have been released in wide
range of applications in IoT. Also, EH method is a
proper solution for extending the lifetime of low
power devices. Therefore, based on [119], energy
management domain has been classified into two
sub-domains, which are discussed in more detail
in the following subsections.
6.1. Low Power Communication
Standardization institutions have suggested
low power communication technologies which
some of them are following [119], [120]:
• IEEE 802.15.4 is a standard to decrease cost,
power consumption, and complexity which has
been developed for resource constrained devices

at physical and data link layers.
• Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a powerconserving variant of wireless personal area
network (PAN) technology, with more than 15
times efficiency in comparison with Bluetooth.
• Ultra-Wide Bandwidth technology (UWB) is
a type of technology in which signal transmits in
a much larger frequency range than conventional
systems.
• ISO 18000-7 DASH7 is a low power standard
with low complexity and a radio protocol for all
radio devices sub 1GHz.
• RFID/NFC proposes different standards for
contactless methods.
The front-end architecture is traditional, and
requires innovation. In order to achieve ultralow power consumption, super-regenerative
architectures are very suitable and efficient for
wake-up receivers [120]. In this regard, [32] has
suggested a solution to further reduce the energy
consumption of BLE in a home automation
(smart city). To do so, it is used a fuzzy logic based
mechanism by determining the sleeping time of
devices. Also, to meet the challenges in smart
cities, [121] has proposed an energy-efficient

TABLE VI. Classification of Resource Management Domain Papers
IoT Domain

Sub-domain

Research Field

References (Papers)

Resource Partitioning

Virtualization Framework based on
Sensor-as-a-Service

[98]

Service/Resource
Discovery

Scheduling

Computation Offloading

Resource Management

Quality of Service

Container Virtualization

[97]

Mobile Cloud Computing

[99]

Hybrid CoAP-based discovery

[100]

Contextual Service Discovery in ICN

[95]

QoS-aware LTE Uplink Scheduling

[102]

Uplink Scheduling for MU-MIMO
Gateway

[103]

Cloud Computing

[104]

Mobile Cloud Computing

[109]
[110]

Traffic Control

[111]

Lightweight Management

[113]

Reliability

[114]

Delay

[114]
[115]
[116]
[117]

Accuracy (for location)

[118]

Query Optimization

[91]
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scheme based on dynamic traffic demands.
Recent advancements of CMOS technology
have resulted new paradigms in RF communication.
Applications which require RF connectivity are
developed alongside with IoT technology, and
are suggested as stable and economic solution.
According to RF architectures, RF characteristics
could be added simply to the developing existing
devices which results in applying digital blocks
versus analog blocks. Thus, receiver architecture
should be has the same required performance
to digitize signals effectively. In this regard, it is
suggested that band-pass sampling get done at
much lower frequency than Nyquist ratio [122].
Consequently, energy consumption decreases
significantly by using this method. Moreover, in
order to have digital and portable RF solutions,
continuous-time quantization is an appropriate
method for portability and compatibility. Thus,
energy consumption is considered regarding
signal level and independent of time [120].
It is to be mentioned that cable devices
are not appropriate options for IoT devices
because they have high costs for development.
In many cases, replacing device battery to set
up and develop of IoT scenarios is impractical
or very expensive. Therefore, to extend IoT in
large and independent scale, use of alternative
energy sources or ambient energy should be
considered [120]. IoT applications need a lot of
wireless terminals solutions that consume low
power. For this purpose, [123] has introduced a
new microcontroller cheep of Bluetooth smart
with adaptable RF technology as RF/BLE that
minimizes power consumption using the RF
circuit technologies. Also, in [124] is presented a
low power radio receiver dedicated to lower GHz
frequencies in which sampling frequency fixes
the carrier frequency of the received signal.
6.2. Energy Harvesting
In this technology, small but usable amount
of electrical energy is collected from the
environment. Some researches about energy
harvesting focus on acquired changes of external
temperature, sound, environment vibration, and
environment RF. Unlike the previous RFIDs, in
modern systems an energy harvesting converter
produces required electrical energy for a
microcontroller, sensor, and a part or whole of
the network interface [125]. From the technical

aspect, energy harvesting converter reacts not
only to external resources, but also to any type
of power intentional transmissions for example
through the voice channel and RF.
Ambient energy sources that are available in
the environment as follows: mechanical energy
(deformations, vibrations), thermal energy
(temperature gradients or variations), radiant
energy (RF, infrared, sun), and chemical energy
(biochemistry, chemistry). Energy Harvesting
(EH) method should be chosen considering
local environment. For outdoor or bright and
sunny indoors, solar energy harvesting is the best
solution. In closed environments where enough
light
don’t exist, mechanical energy or thermal
energy is a proper choice. Generally the amount
of the power of the initial energy source which
is used to produce electrical output power in
desired environment is considered as harvesting
energy [120].
In the last decade, there have been significant
changes and developments. Thus, many researches
are conducted about energy harvesting, so that
most of the present technologies advancements
should satisfy the IoT needs. Some of the related
articles have been reviewed in the following.
The purpose of decreasing energy
consumption from environmental aspect is
to minimize greenhouse gases released. It is
possible in Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) industry by using renewable
energies. In [126], first indexes are studied that
show the effect of ICT technology in energy
consumption from data center to WSNs. Then, it
has mentioned some of the recent research works
for each layer in internet protocol stack, from
physical layer to application layer, which involves
in energy efficiency, or in other words, green
communication.
Among the various energy harvesting
methods such as vibration, light, and thermal
energy extraction, it is proved Wireless Energy
Harvesting (WEH) is one of the most appropriate
solutions. In [10] those technologies and designs
have been investigated that activates WEH for
the Internet of Things systems. There are various
wireless devices for energy harvesting that will
provide services as the IoT fundamental and
forming blocks.
In [127], kinetic (motion) energy availability
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has been discussed for IoT applications in which
the optimal energy allocation algorithms are
designed and their performance is evaluated. Ref
[128] introduces an idea to achieve photovoltaic
energy harvesting system with high efficiency.
Energy scavenging from photovoltaic (PV) cells is
one of the practical and applicable solutions from
viewpoint of power density among the existing
energy harvesting resources. For this purpose, PV
power systems allow the Maximum Power Point
Tracking (MPPT) in order to scavenge maximum
amount of solar energy. As it is come in Table
VII, can be observed classification of all studies
related to energy management.
7. Soft ware Services
Internet of things is an interconnected
network of smart, unique, and identifiable
things. These infrastructures make the required
backbone for most of the applications that require
the connection between the components. Our
studies on papers of this section show that IoT
software services domain is very wide, from smart
applications to some services, APIs, operating
systems (OS) and software platforms, but we
focused on smart applications and services as two
subsections that high percentage of the papers
were about them. So, this section of the paper has
two subsections, which first involves the smart
IoT applications, and then it discuses services.
7.1. Smart Applications
The purpose of smart applications in IoT, is
to help the daily life improvement of human and
entire society. Gascon and Asin, in an extended

study, have classified different IoT applications
into twelve main categories which each of them
contains a collection of various applications.
These categories are: smart environment, smart
city, smart metering, smart water, security and
emergencies, retail, logistics, industrial control,
smart agriculture, smart animal farming,
domestic and home automation, and e-health
(Sensor Applications). Also, Kim et al. have done
a study and research related to IoT applications
based on software services domain, and with
the aim of user groups [129]. Many researches
have been done in the field of smart applications
including Health care [93], [130], Industrial
applications [131] and Smart City [132].
The Beecham Research institution is also
involved in marketing field. This company has
defined four layers for M2M market which are:
service sectors, application groups, locations,
and devices. Each of these four layers has been
divided into several segments, which contain of
different IoT applications. For example, service
sectors layer has nine key applications as follows:
IT and networks, security/public
safety, retail, transportation, industrial,
healthcare and life science, consumer and home,
energy, and building (M2M Connected Services).
7.2. Service
In accordance with [6], IoT services can be
generally classified into four classes [133], [134]
which are as follows:
• Identity-related Services are the most
important and fundamental services which are
used in other services. In every application that

TABLE VII. Classification of Energy Management Domain Papers
IoT Domain

Energy
Management

Sub-domain

Research Field
Low Power Technology (BLE) in IoT

[32]

Low power
Communications

Energy Efficiency based on Traffic Pattern

[121]

RF-solutions for IoT applications

[123]
[124]

Energy-Efficient Approaches for the
Internet Protocol Stack

[126]

Wireless Energy Harvesting (WEH)

[10]

Kinetic Energy Harvesting

[127]

Storage-less and Converter-less
Photovoltaic Energy Harvesting

[128]

Energy Harvesting
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needs to be transferred physical things to virtual
world, these services should identify the things
identity.
• Information Aggregation Services collect
and aggregate the unprocessed information
which need for processing and reporting to IoT
application.
• Collaborative-Aware Services act higher than
information aggregation services, so that they can
use obtained information to make decision, and
consequently, react.
• Ubiquitous Services that purpose of such
services is to provide collaborative-aware services
at anytime, anywhere, by anyone who needs them.
The final purpose of all the IoT applications is
to reach ubiquitous services level. However, this
aim is not simply achieved because there are so
many difficulties and challenges which need to be
addressed them. Most of the existing applications
provide the first three types of services in a way
that smart health-care and smart grid are in
service category of information aggregation as
well as smart home, smart buildings, intelligent
transportation systems, and industrial automation
are closer to collaborative-aware services category.
It is to be mentioned that in classifying the
studied articles, most of software discussions
such as software platforms (including OS and
programming), APIs, frameworks and similar
cases [135]-[137] are considered as service subdomain. Related papers to software services
classification have been shown in Table VIII.

8. Data Stream
In IoT network, different things are generating
continuously huge volume of heterogeneous
multidimensional data which based on definitions
are data streams [138]. While IoT data streams are
considered as a generation resource of big data,
so the challenges and issues of this section might
be similar with challenges and issues of big data.
According to [139], these challenges are divided
into four groups:
• data stream processing
• complex event processing
• storage models
• search techniques
Which are related pairwise:
1) Data stream processing
3) Storage models

 2) Complex event processing
 4) Search tec hniques

In data stream processing, the goal is to find
the most valuable techniques to do analysis,
aggregation, mining and result in valuable
patterns or knowledge discovery, while complex
event processing (CEP) is based on data stream
processing and data stream is seen in the format
of a collection of events that have occurred in
environment and the goal is to filter and compose
of them and transform the result to high level
events [139]. Therefore, CEP has higher level
both in terms of operational complexity and
abstraction level.
Due to the data structure in IoT Data Streams,
new architectures and solutions are required
in designing storage at different levels (thing,

TABLE VIII. Classification of Software Services Domain Papers
IoT Domain

Sub-domain

Smart Applications

Software Services

Service

Research Field

References (Papers)

Smart Applications

[22]

killer IoT application

[129]

Health care

[93]
[130]

Industrial applications

[131]

Smart City

[132]

Service Classification

[6]

Operating System (Contiki OS)

[6]
[135]

Programming

[136]
[137]
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server and etc) to upgrade performance in store
and restore processes. Also, one of the important
problems in IoT data store is efficient techniques
to search in these stored data streams in storages
[139] that the efficiency of this techniques
are directly related to storages designs. This
discussion also includes the search for things. In
the following, we will briefly describe the articles
of the two first basic sections in data stream (data
processing and CEP):
8.1. Data Stream Processing
Data stream processing can be done for
several purposes including valuable patterns
discovery to diagnose or prevent diseases, or
RFID data analysis for stream cleaning, or stream
compression to omit redundant data [139]. Our
discussion be continued with the review of several
articles in this field.
Mining on web traffic logs that contains
valuable information, such as communication
patterns between people and web services, or
smart devices, will be very useful in different
areas like network optimization and security
management and etc [140]. In this regard, in
[140] by applying web usage mining on user
http requests, request dependency graph has
been drawn. The sequences and dependency of
web requests and user interests in graph will be
used to optimize design of web applications and
predict their needs. Similarly, in [141] recorded
logs in ISP which contain information related to
home devices M2M communications are studied
and analyzed by data mining techniques like
association rule mining, in order to discover the
usage patterns of users.
In order to simplify data processing in IoT, it
is better that acquired data from environment be
aggregated, which can be considered as a phase of
data preprocessing process [26]. To do so, in [142]
a distributed service-oriented architecture has
been presented in order to solve data aggregation
problem in IoT industrial applications (IIOT).
This architecture describes how distributed
data of a product is aggregated with existing
information in nodes.
8.2. Complex Event Processing (CEP)
In this type of data processing, data stream is
seen in the format of a collection of events that
have occurred in environment [139]. In CEP it is

considerable that how these events are extracted
which needs to implement and configure a set of
rules in knowledge base, so that these rules be
able to decide on events detection process [22].
CEP systems are used in many applications. In
the following, briefly referred to two articles in
this field:
In [117], a CEP system with new capabilities
has been introduced that can be used in smart
city. The system does operations in a distributed
and parallel manner. Moreover, it has the
capability of predicting the amount of its required
buffer from the beginning (in previous-phase
format); this amount is limited and unlike some
similar systems does not need unlimited buffer.
In addition, the system has used pattern-sensitive
method for partitioning data flow.
Since the volume of generated data stream by
RFID tags and sensors is high, it is impossible
to analyze them manually. Therefore, the use
of automated and accurate methods for doing
such processes is necessary. One of the best
and more efficient methods is to use machine
learning algorithms, which are used as the rulebased classifiers in [143]. After performing
data preprocessing steps, different solutions
from rule-based classifiers are applied to detect
complex events efficiently. A summary of article
classification of data stream domain has been
shown in Table IX.
9. Infrastructure/Hardware
According to [15] and based on majority of
our review papers related to IoT infrastructure, in
Internet of Things, the meaning of infrastructure
layer is hardware layer which consists of various
types of hardware from small things to routers
and gateways that they provide necessary
infrastructure for IoT implementation. So, in a
more exact analysis, this domain is divided into
two smaller sub-domains named resource type
and device type. They are described in detail in
the following.
9.1. Resource Type
In this type, IoT equipment is classified into
two major categories of resource constrained
devices, and resource unconstrained devices
which can be considered as low-end and highend respectively. The resource constraint includes
memory, energy, and CPU capacity which affects
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TABLE IX. Classification of Data Stream Domain Papers
IoT Domain

Sub-domain

Data Stream
Processing

Data Stream

Complex Event
Processing (CEP)

Sub Area Concepts

Research Field

References (Papers)

General Data
Stream Processing

Association rule mining

[141]

Web usage mining

[140]

RFID Data Stream
Processing

SOA Architecture for
Aggregation

[142]

Complex event
processing

Distributed Parallel CEP

[117]

Semantic Complex
Event Processing

Rule-based Machine learning
CEP

[143]

software and applications design. For example,
memory constraint affects OS design, energy
constraint affects interactions with devices and
its activity, as well as CPU constraint affects
determining application type (Constrained
Devices). Also, in [144] has been referred to these
constraints of the devices. Furthermore, TCP/IP
protocol supporting capability is another criteria
in classifying things [6].
According to (Constrained Devices), from
the view point of available memory, resource
constrained devices are classified into three main
classes in IEEE standard. Class 0 consists of
devices with very low resources that have memory
much less than 100 KB. Class 1 consists of devices
with medium level of resources which have
about 10 KB RAM, and 100 KB flash memory.
Class 2 contains devices with more resources but
have much less resources in comparison with
unconstrained devices.
Energy constrained devices are classified into
four classes. Class E9 consists of devices that
have no energy constraint. Class E2 consists of
energy constrained devices, non-rechargeable,
and their batteries are irreplaceable. Class E1 has
constrained energy for a specific period of time,
and they are chargeable or replaceable. Class
E0 contains of energy constrained devices for a
specific task. Because of the energy constraint,
optimal consumption strategies are very
important.
CPU-constrained devices are classified into
five main levels. The first level consists of the
smart sensors with processing power between 50100 DMIPS. The second level is the sensors with
about 1000 DMIPS processing power which has

sound data processing capability. The third level
has processing capability of video and sound
flows. The fourth one has multi-core processors
and 3D graphic processors. Also, the fifth level
consists of powerful multi-core processors which
have specific design and high efficiency to use
resources efficiently (IoT Processors).
9.2. Device Type
Device
type
category
consists
of
hardware which is used in network topology
implementation, sense, and data aggregation, or
operations like routing, communication, and also
security issues. These devices can be categorized
as following:
• Sensor (Processing Devices): The main
component which forms IoT infrastructure
consists of different types of sensors like
temperature, humidity, and pressure sensors.
Most of sensors have constrained resource.
The responsibility of receiving environment
information via sensors, and transmitting them
are the most important tasks in this field.
• Gateway (Communication Devices):
Considering high power of gateways compared to
sensors, they do more tasks that sensors are not
able to do. Because of the different requirements
of sensors and variety of their communication
standards, gateways should support different
standards. Gateways are able to provide
accessibility services by creating an abstract layer.
This model improves horizontal development of
various technologies. Gateways are classified into
two smart and non-smart levels. Conventional
tasks of non-smart gateways are protocol
translation and things management. Whereas,
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smart gateways are resource unconstrained, and
have programming capability based on a set of
rules. They can perform various processing, and
by having powerful OS, they make possible all
types of data processing. Smart gateways have
different management facilities because of their
programming capability (IoT gateway).
Gateways are classified into two categories
from the viewpoint of code accessibility: industrial
hardware (closed source) that depends on specific
frameworks, and open source hardware that can
be developed by users. Another model is based
on programming capability and providing an
abstract level for things [136]. In [145] has been
introduced a WSN gateway framework for IoT
named as WiSEGATE. It addresses end-to-end
interconnection problem between several clients
and sensor nodes.
• Storage Devices: Data in Internet of Things
are very heterogeneous and are different than
traditional internet data because they have time
and location specifications. Things location
changes dynamically during the time, and IoT
data are multi-dimensional. An appropriate
database model in IoT is very important because
it can provide QoS parameters. OSD mechanism
of data storage and processing provide the
possibility of data maintenance and management
in IoT by presenting a hierarchical model and
more memory space and high processing power
[146]. In [147] has been proposed a distributed
IoT storage system which supports the capabilities
such as flexibility, scalability and reliability at both

data and system levels.
• Security Devices: Nowadays, different
software programs and various hardware devices
like Firewall, IDS, and etc have been used beside
security protocols in TCP/IP protocol stack to
preserve security in internet network [148].
This policy has been titled as “defense in depth”
(Security Countermeasures). It seems that
applying similar policies to preserve security in
IoT, which is a network of interconnected things
by the global internet network, has been a logical
solution.
One of the most important security devices
is Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs). For the
first time in [149], a distributed IDS both on the
network and the node level was designed and
implemented for IoT considering features and
specific needs of this type of network. The IDS is
presented under an appropriate architecture for
ipv6 networks in IoT that use RPL protocol as
the routing protocol in 6LoWPAN networks. It
is also suitable to be used in resource-constraint
nodes considering energy consumption. In the
same year in [150] similarly a framework for
IDS devices in IoT was designed which is ipv6
networks type based on 6LoWPAN devices.
Other security device that is used in networks
is firewall, the aim of which is to filter network
packets to protect resources of internal network.
To explain why this device is necessary in IoT
network it can be said that despite all common
security strategies, like authentication and
encryption in IoT, this device can prevent attacks

TABLE X. Classification of Infrastructure/Hardware Domain Papers
IoT Domain

Sub-domain

Sub Area Concepts

Resource Type

Infrastructure/Hardware

Research Field

References (Papers)

Resource
Constrained
Devices

[144]

Communication
Devices

[136]
[145]

Storage Devices

[146]
[147]
[148]

Device Type

IDS for IoT

[149]
[150]

Firewall for IoT

[151]

Security Devices
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Fig. 3. Statistical Results of IoT Domains
or stop them before they start in the network (IoT
Firewall). In [151], a standard approach has been
presented to customize firewall for IoT network
in smart homes. A summary of classification of
infrastructure/hardware domain papers has been
shown in Table X.

III. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS
In this research, 339 papers of IEEE, Springer,
Elsevier, and ACM publications in IoT area which
have been published in recent two years (2015,
2016) have been investigated. The majority of our
studied papers (60%) are published in 2015 and
nearly 40% in 2016. Also the majority of them
(52%) are published in IEEE publisher, 32% in
Elsevier, %15 in Springer and the least of papers
(1%) are published in ACM publisher. As it is
seen, a high percentage of studied papers, about
%99 of them, belong to Elsevier, Springer, and
IEEE publications and only a small percentage,
about %1, has been published by ACM. So, the
obtained statistical results can be considered as
a research trend of IEEE, Elsevier, and Springer
publications in IoT area in the recent two years.
In our research, some papers are shared
between some domains. For example, a paper
which proposes new security architecture should
be considered in both security domain and
architecture domain. The purpose of these studies
is to extract the area of activities precisely in order
to present statistical results in each discussed
domain and sub-domain. IoT trends in recent

years could be useful for students and researchers
who work in this field. In continuation of
discussion, firs the statistical analysis results of
main domains in IoT have come and then will be
shown sub-domains statistical related to each of
these domains separately.
The results of statistical analysis on IoT
domains are shown in Fig. 3. As it is seen,
studies and investigations show that the most of
researches have been focused on technology and
software services domains, each one with %19
of the whole statistical society in the recent two
years.
Since the growth of information systems in
IT in different abstract levels is for the purpose
of satisfying needs of modern human life in
the format of service, it may be said that what
makes applications design and implementation
(especially smart applications which cover a
high percentage of papers related to software
services (very important from the researchers
and developers viewpoint, is to increase facilities
and quality of life by relying on daily activities
automation. Furthermore, it can be said about
the technology domain, IoT paradigm is a
combination of different existing technologies
such as RFID, WSN and etc. Now, to increase
the efficiency and performance of this network,
various other supporting technologies have
also been used. So, in short, it is obvious that
the implementation and upgrade of this type of
network without using mentioned technologies
would be impossible.
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1. Statistical Results in Sub-domains of
Architecture
Statistical analysis and investigations show that
a high percentage of researches conducted about
the architecture domain (approximately %86)
is related to architecture models sub-domain.
Subsequently, service oriented architecture (SOA)
has been attracted the attention of a large number
of researchers in comparison with other presented
architecture models. It has covered approximately
%40 of the whole papers in mentioned subdomain. The reason of this attention might be
the popularity of SOA architecture in recent years
and it’s benefits like: service reuse, asset wrapping
(ability to integrate existing assets) which will lead
to reduce costs and time in system development
and other benefits like: high level abstraction and
service composition & discovery (SOA Features)
which will lead to increase users facilitation and
we know all of the mentioned benefits in SOA
architecture are needed in IoT system. Statistical
analysis results in architecture sub-domains have
been shown in the diagram of Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Statistical Results of Architecture Sub-domains

2. Statistical Results in Sub-domains of
Communication
Statistical analysis on communication
domain papers show that M2M communication
and protocols sub-domains (%38 and %37
respectively) have covered the major portion of
the research works (Fig. 5). To introduce M2M
communication importance in IoT, it can be
said that one of the most important purposes
of IoT network is to provide interconnection
among machines without any need for human
interactions. Such communication can play
significant role in real-time monitoring
applications, industry, health, smart homes and
etc [65]. Also, our research show the IoT devices
are resource constrained and specific limitations

exist in this network in compared with traditional
internet. Now, since the standard IoT protocols
must be compatible with these conditions
and limitations, it doesn’t seem to be a logical
choice to use protocols of traditional internet in
IoT network. Thus to achieve communication
efficiency in nodes and resources of network, it
is necessary to design efficient and lightweight
communication protocols in different layers of
IoT protocol stack form different perspectives
such as security and privacy preservation, low
power consumption, optimized bandwidth
allocation and so on.

Fig. 5. Statistical Results of Communication Subdomains

3. Statistical Results in Sub-domains of Trust
Management
According to what has been shown in Fig. 6, the
most of conducted studies in trust management
area concentrated on security sub-domain.
Considering that some IoT devices collect private
information of people, their concerns about
security and privacy preservation are indeed well
justiﬁed. In such a situation, despite 68% of all
trust domain papers focus on security sub-domain
but this statistical results difference between
security and privacy may not indicate decrement
of privacy importance from the viewpoint
of researchers and security community. But,
since privacy is not achievable without security
controls in data, communications, applications,
device, and system level and indeed, the security
primitives of confidentiality (encryption),
integrity, authentication, non-repudiation, and
data availability need to be implemented to
support the overarching privacy goals for the
deployment [152]. Therefore, it may be said that
the security concept is necessary for research and
challenge review at first as a basic building block
of privacy concept.
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Fig. 6. Statistical Results of Trust Management Subdomains

4. Statistical Results in Sub-domains of
Technology
Statistical results of technology domain, which
has been shown in upper section of the Fig. 7,
indicates that there is an approximate similarity
of research function rate in both enabling
technologies sub-domain and supportive
technologies sub-domain, which allocates %52
and %48 respectively, of all conducted researches
in technology domain. In this regard, statistical
results in sub-domains of enabling technologies,
and supportive technologies, have been obtained

through a hierarchical method (lower section
of Fig. 7). According to these statistics, wireless
sensor networks technology (WSN) with %72
in enabling technologies sub-domain, and
cloud computing (as an essential infrastructure
for information storage and processing) in
supportive technologies sub-domain with %46
were the main subject of the most papers in the
mentioned sub-domains.
We know sensors play an important role in
the most of IoT equipment, from environment
to individual and health-care things in order to
monitor/control events of various environments
or individuals states. So, obviously this field is
one of the most important concepts in IoT and
without this technology will not be met many of
functionalities of IoT systems. On other hand,
IoT as a resource of big data generation need
to a platform which could store and process its
huge data timely and accurately by providing the
necessary quality of services requirements such as
security and performance and so on. Since cloud
as an appropriate platform could satisfy all of
these requirements for IoT, in this situation, cloud
has a significant role as a supportive technology
compared to others.

Fig. 7. Statistical Analysis of Sub-domains & Sub-subdomains of Technology
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5. Statistical Results in Sub-domains of
Resource Management
Analysis of the papers related to resource
management domain indicates that most articles
are focused on QoS sub-domain. According to
what has been shown in Fig. 8, this statistic is
approximately %59 of the whole papers of this
collection. Maybe can be said that the reason for
the importance of this sub-domain in this way
that IoT development as a pervasive network
needs to provide an appropriate quality level for
the provided services. Whereas, providing such
quality level in IoT has its own complexities and
limitations because environment and data are
heterogeneous. Therefore, to have an acceptable
quality level in services, it is absolutely required
to apply various mechanisms of QoS in different
layers of IoT.

Fig. 8. Statistical Results of Resource Management Subdomains

6. Statistical Results in Sub-domains of Energy
Management
As it is mentioned in the previous sections of
paper, although energy is considered as one of the
existing resources,
but due to importance of energy management
in order to optimize its consumption in IoT, is
considered as a separate domain. As shown in Fig.
9, %81 of the all papers in this domain has been
carried out on Low power communication subdomain. Perhaps this difference in percentage is
due to the fact that now what is more complex
and unknown in IoT is how to consume energy
optimally and cost effective by devices, and not
how to can capture and store energy for these
devices.

Fig. 9. Statistical Results of Energy Management Subdomains

7. Statistical Results in Sub-domains of
Software Services
As it was mentioned above, according to
the statistical results of this research, software
services is one of the domains which most of
the studies related to IoT focused on it. In this
domain, smart applications sub-domain with
%55 allocates the maximum percentage of related
studies (upper section of the Fig. 10). According
to (Smart Applications) since 2010, the Global
Innovation 1000 companies (collectively 40% of
the world’s total R&D spending) have increased
their R&D spending on software offerings by
65% — to $142 billion. In fact, “R&D is shifting
more and more toward developing software and
services”, and this shift is driven by the everincreasing capabilities of software, the embedding
of software and sensors in products, the ability to
connect products via IoT and the cloud, and, as
always, customer demand. So, it’s manifesting in
every kind of “smart” product and service.
Studies done on the smart applications papers
show that smart healthcare with %25 has a major
portion in designing smart applications (lower
section of Fig. 10). Based on (R&D spending),
by 2018, the healthcare sector will surpass
computing and electronics to become the largest
R&D spending industry globally. Since e-Health
subject has been one of the most important trends
of research world, in recent years, so researchers
have especially concentrated on this subject.
8. Statistical Results in Sub-domains of Data
Stream
Studying and reviewing papers about this
domain show that in the mentioned above
publications during two recent years, data stream
processing sub-domain with approximate statistic
of %62 has covered a huge volume of works
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Fig. 10. Statistical Results of Software Services Sub-domains &Smart Applications Sub-subdomains

related to this domain. An important reason for
this result may be that data stream processing is
a basic step for complex event processing (CEP)
process and of course this type of processing as a
essential step in IoT big data information value
chain is more common in practice. Statistical
analysis results have been shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Statistical Results of Data Stream Sub-domains

9. Statistical Results in Sub-domains of
Infrastructure/Hardware
As it is mentioned in previous sections, all
hardware equipment used in IoT network has

been discussed in the infrastructure domain.
According to what has shown in the upper
section of the Fig. 12, all conducted studies on IoT
infrastructure indicate that the major research
works in this domain (about %90), have studied
these equipment from the device type point of
view. This is while %66 of these all papers related
to processing and storage device sub-domains
(%33 belongs to each of them similarly). Maybe
can be said for why these facts and figures that
since resource constrained devices are one of the
most challenging topic in terms of processing
and storage limitations, thus these types of IoT
devices which focus on this two functionality
have maximum number of papers. On other
hand, among these papers, the minimum amount
of research that is only %5, belongs to security
devices like IDS and firewall (lower section of
Fig. 12). It is to be mentioned that, based on the
Fig. 3 which shows research works conducted
on the IoT main domains, it is observed trust
management with %13 of papers is in the third
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Fig. 12. Statistical Results of Infrastructure/Hardware Sub-domains & Device Type Sub-subdomains

rank after communication. Therefore, since trust
management domain has been one of the most
applied researches area in recent two years, so the
statistical difference between the percentage of
conducted works in trust management domain,
and security hardware equipment, based on what
was said about global R&D trend in above, may
describe this reality that the mentioned journals
researchers during the past two years tend to
investigate software security challenges and issues
in IoT rather than to study security equipment
issues of this network.
IV. CONCLUSION
Internet of things has been designed as a
network of interconnected things/devices, in
which devices have independent processing
and communication capabilities as well as
different storage capacity. In recent years, IoT has
significantly developed, and also, it has applied
different technologies such as WSN, RFID, and
Cloud. Recently, concepts like fog computing and
SDN, have been introduced that support M2M

communications alongside with related standards
and protocols. It must be also mentioned that IoT
has wide applications especially in industry and
e-health which aims to improve life in human
societies. Thus IoT is as the next generation of
the network paradigm and service infrastructure,
which is evolving and is a trend of future internet.
In this paper, have been investigated and
reported the current trends of IoT researches
based on papers which have been published in
the most famous scientific publications in 2015
& 2016. For this purpose, a top-down approach
has been proposed to classify IoT concepts, in
research domains and sub-domains structure so
that all IoT area concepts have been classified into
nine main categories. Then each of these domains
has been categorized into some sub-domains
based on related concepts. In this regard, some
articles related to the sub-domains have been
shown in table format. Finally, statistical results
of classification have been presented which have
obtained from the analysis of reviewed articles.
Results show technology and software services
domains each one with %19, communication
with %14, and trust management with %13
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respectively allocate the major portion of
studies. Moreover, a detailed analysis of these
results indicates main subject of the researches
in mentioned domains. In terms of technology
issue can be said, WSN as an enabling technology
and cloud computing as a supportive technology
(%72 and %46 respectively) have attracted the
attention of many researchers in comparison
with other similar technologies. Also, in software
services domain, studies have been concentrated
on smart applications including smart healthcare
(with the highest percentage), smart industry
and smart city. In communication domain, can
be concluded that M2M communication and
protocols are the most important sub-domains.
Also, security in trust management with 68%
is more applicable sub-domain in compared to
others. Presented results can be a roadmap and
an applicable viewpoint for the researchers of IoT
area.
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